Directions: Complete the following activities.

PART I. Reading Comprehension.
Answer the following questions. Keep your answers short.

1. Why does Lennie end up with Crooks? What happens then? (Be specific.)

2. What does Crooks tease Lennie about?

3. What does Lennie think Crooks says that makes Lennie get angry? Check all that apply:
   - Crooks says Lennie won't get a puppy
   - Crooks says someone is hurting George
   - Crooks says Lennie is crazy
   - none of the above

4. After Lennie calms down, what does Crooks say he was talking about? Check all that apply:
   - what it was like for Crooks to be disabled
   - what it was like to have no one to talk to
   - what it was like to have no friends
   - what it was like being smarter than the others

5. TRUE/FALSE Crooks is angry when Candy comes in after Lennie.

6. How does Crooks first react when he hears of Lennie and George's dream from Candy? Then later, after a little while, what does Crooks do?

7. What does Curley's wife say that Curley spends all his time talking about? Check all that apply:
   - boxing
   - how lucky his wife is to have him
   - getting into pictures
   - how all the men are afraid of him

8. What does Curley's wife threaten Crooks that she could cause to happen to him?

9. What does Curley's wife figure out about what happened to Curley's hand?

10. At the end of the chapter, why does Crooks say, "Member what I said about hoein' and don' odd job?....Well, jus' forget it..."?